OVERVIEW

This versatile retrofit Hot/Cold Water Bidet fits most standard Two Piece toilets (with separate tank and bowl) and is FULLY ADJUSTABLE for desired water temperature, spray volume and spray angle. It blends well with most bathroom and toilet decor and connects easily to the existing toilet water line (for cold) and sink water line (for hot) with included fittings and tubing. It uses NO ELECTRICITY, so is TOTALLY SAFE in any bathroom environment. The controls are large, simple to operate and clearly marked in bold print for easy use by anyone. It is constructed with basic white industrial-strength POM plastics and stainless steel screws for years of trouble-free use.

Anyone with basic DIY home plumbing experience can install this simple Bidet kit . . . MINIMUM COMMON TOOLS REQUIRED.

PREPARATION

Before attempting installation, please read these Quick Start Instructions in full, familiarize yourself with your specific bathroom configuration and gather any required tools and hardware. This kit and these instructions apply to a typical toilet and sink configuration, but since every bathroom is different, your installation may require additional work, hardware or fittings. Ensure that the Bidet will fit the bowl width and shape of your toilet by positioning it over the toilet seat bolts and adjusting its mounts accordingly. Also check the hot water line at the sink to see the type and size of plumbing used to connect the line. A standard 9/16” brass tap fitting is supplied with the kit for the sink connection, but an additional adapter or flex hose may be required as well.

COMPONENTS
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ACCESSORIES
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INSTALLATION EXAMPLE

⇒ BATHROOM CONFIGURATIONS VARY WIDELY

INSTALLATION (over)
**INSTALLATION**

Remove the toilet seat bolts and slide the Bidet underneath the seat mounts while positioning the Bidet mounts to align with the same bolt holes. Add optional washers above or below Bidet for best fit.

Note how the Bidet mounts can be adjusted both side-to-side and front-to-back for a custom fit. Once in position, reinstall the bolts and snug down securely.

**Operation**

For each of the four tubing connections, first slide a Lock Collar over the tubing end, then press and twist the tubing until fully inserted over the nipple fitting. Now hand tighten the Lock Collar until snug.

**MAINTENANCE**

Periodically flush the Spray Nozzle by setting the Spray Angle all the way down, turning the Spray Pressure to HIGH and depressing the Nozzle Cleaner button. This will purge the Spray Nozzle with HOT water.

Water conditions with high chlorine or mineral content may cause the Nozzle Orifice to clog over time. Use a soft brush and vinegar or descaler to clean.

**Do not overtighten mount bolts**

---

**CAUTION:** Always test the Spray Temperature with your hand before using the Bidet!!!